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IRD encompass various concepts and the meaning of each subgroup is not the same

everywere and everytime



and both their names or their outlines are 

moving….

Ancestors medical doctors

Books on which they learnt

very nice dirty songs 

and drinking songs 



What is an Inflammatory Rheumatic Disease?

1889-1891

� According to the books of the XIXth
century used by the grand father of my 
grand mother, IRD were separated in 

three groups

� Acute rheumatism

� Rheumatic fever� Rheumatic fever

� Septic arthritis

� Tuberculosis

� Chronic rheumatism

� nodosa rheumatism: small joints, 
elbow, shoulder

� Simple chronic rheumatism : small 
joints, without deformity

� Heberden's nodosity

� Gout



What is an Inflammatory Rheumatic Disease?

2016

It is really difficult to understand 

how to connect our current concept

Infection

Crystal

Systemic

Connective tissue diseasesConnective tissue diseases

Vasculitis

Other (autoinflammatory periodic fever, Still, sarcoidosis)

Primitive

Rheumatoid arthritis

Spondyloarthritis

Polymyalgia rheumatica

Idiopathic Juvenile Arthritis

but the identification of the etiology 

Germs, crystal, autoantibodies

explain our better nosologic approach 6
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Certainty in diagnosis 

Confidence       range              mean

To verify this fact, fifteen 
years ago we sent paper 
cases to panels of both 
international and french

Berthelot JM, J Rheumatol 2001, 28:975-81

international and french
experts 

We observed very important 
discordance in their 
confidence in the diagnosis



Difference in understanding and application of 1987 ACR 

criteria for RA and 1991 ESSG criteria for SpA 

One explanation is that the use 
of criteria is not similar between 
experts

For example in RA, using the 

Berthelot JM, Clin Exp Rheumatol 2001, 28:975-81

For example in RA, using the 
1987 ACR criteria, some 
experts consider or not:
-criteria cumulatively and 
other simultaneously, 
-tenosynovitis as soft tissue 
swelling
-that exclusion criteria are 
needed.



•in a cohort of early arthritis 
•without diagnosis at inclusion 

•all etiologies (infection, crystal, 
connective tissue disease and 
vasculitis) are possible but 

•explaining that rheumatologist 
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Saraux A, Arthritis Rheum, 2001 Saraux A, arthritis Rheum 2002

•explaining that rheumatologist 
consider as useful a large panel 
of test for diagnosis, particularly 
in case without extra articular
signs.

•RA, SpA, and undifferentiated 
arthritis are the 3 most common 
groups 



Disease with and whitout criteria

Infection Crystal Systemic Primitif

Acute 
rheumatic 

fever

gout LED RA
•Criteria are necessary 

- when we do not have tool 

to confirm the diagnosis with 

both sensitivity and 
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fever

Septic
arthritis

Calcium 
Pyrophosphate 

pSS SpA

Hydroxyapati
tis

SSc PMR

IIM JIA

Vasc
ulitis

both sensitivity and 

specificity at 100% in routine 

practice 

-to minimize discordance 

between clinician

• Finally we have criteria for a 

large majority of IRD but not 

for some other for which 

they are also needed



Do criteria change and why?

Infection Crystal Systemic Primitif

new 
mechanism

Auto-inflammatory

But these criteria change over the time for various reasons: 

new tool Acute Rheumatic fever Gout

discordance Sjogren

new treatment SLE

All these 
reasons

PMR 
Vasculitis
RA
SpA



The most amazing example is autoinflammatory periodic fever (familial Mediterranean fever; 

mevalonate kinase deficiency; TNF receptor-associated periodic fever syndrome; cryopyrin-

associated periodic syndromes) for which we have the perfect gold standard (genetic

mutation) using molecular analysis
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Leading to these four classification criteria, with a scoring for presence or absence
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Do criteria change and why?

Infection Crystal Systemic Primitif

new mechanism Autoinflammatory

new tool Acute Rheumatic Gout

The identification of new tools to detect signs may also justify to build new criteria.

new tool Acute Rheumatic 
fever

Gout

discordance Sjogren

new treatment SLE

All these reasons PMR
RA

SpA
Vasculitis



Acute Rheumatic Fever

For example, in acute rheumatic fever, Jones criteria are may be improved



by adding echocardiography using algorythms according to the clinical pattern



Another example is the classification of gout for which new criteria were published last 

year by the ACR/EULAR
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Using new imaging features

such as 
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Which may help clinicians when monosodic urate crystals are not detected in a symptomatic

joint, bursa or tophus.
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Do criteria change and why?

Infection Crystal Systemic Primitif

new mechanism Autoinflammatory

new criteria are also needed in case of discordance 

new tool Acute Rheumatic 
fever

Gout

discordance Sjogren

new treatment SLE

All these reasons PMR
RA
SpA
Vasculitis



There was two distincts criteria published by ACR/EULAR in 2002 and ACR ten years later



With discordance between them

Justiying new criteria



ACR/EULAR

The principle is based on five objective items, and a total score ≥ 4, derived from the sum of the 

weights assigned to each positive test/item

Shiboski C, submitted



• Parotid: transversal 
plane

but ultrasonography of the 

major salivary glands have 

been developed in recent

years, and should be soonly

included into classification 

criteria.

plane

• Parotid: longitudinal 
plane

• Submandibular



Se Sp PPV NPV

ACR

criteria
64.4 91.1 85.3 76.1

ACR

criteria

+ SGUS

84.4 89.3 86.7 87.7

US clearly improve previous criteria.



Do criteria change and why?

Infection Crystal Systemic Primitif

new mechanism Autoinflammatory

Another reason to change criteria may be the development of new treatment

new tool Acute Rheumatic 
fever

Gout

discordance Sjogren

new treatment SLE

All these reasons PMR
RA
SpA
Vasculitis



The SLICC criteria increase the sensitivity and allow the inclusion of a larger population 
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Do criteria change and why?

Infection Crystal Systemic Primitif

new mechanism Autoinflammatory

new tool Acute Rheumatic Gout

But finally, all these reasons explain the evolution of criteria in PMR, RA, SpA and vasculitis

new tool Acute Rheumatic 
fever

Gout

discordance Sjogren PMR

new treatment SLE

All these reasons PMR
RA
SpA
Vasculitis



There was discordance between previous criteria



And new tools (US, PET) and new treatments (anti-IL6)

Valérie Devauchelle-Pensec1,3, Jean Marie Berthelot2, Divi Cornec1,3, Yves Renaudineau3, 
Thierry Marhadour1, Sandrine Jousse-Joulin1,3, Solène Querellou4, Florent Garrigues5, 
Michel De Bandt6, Maelenn Gouillou7, Alain Saraux1,3



These new criteria require

• Age older than 50 years, 

• Shoulder pain 

• Inflammation 

≥4 points

• Morning stiffness• Morning stiffness

• Hip pain

• Absence of RF or ACCP

• Absence of other joint

or ≥ 5 points

• Using ultrasound

Dejaco C, Singh YP, Perel P, et al. Ann Rheum Dis. 2015;74:1799-807



In early RA, the earlier use of methotrexate and the need of criteria to introduce it, the 

identification of anti CCP, the development of  biologics explained that 1987 ACR 

criteria became old



Nodules and radiographics changes are too rare

in early arthritis
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in early arthritis

Low classification value at inclusion

Saraux A, Arthritis Rheum, 2001 Saraux A, arthritis Rheum 2002



anti CCP are useful

Liao KP, Ann Rheum Dis 2008, 67:1557-61



So, the 2010 ACR/EULAR criteria were built and their originality is that both synovitis and 

exclusion criteria on the basis of the opinion of clinician are mandatory



we observed that the difference between all previous set of classification criteria are 

very low in the cohort of early arthritis in Brittany if we apply these exclusion criteria.



and it was confirmed on an independent cohort



The problem was quite similar for spondyloarthritis



For which new ASAS criteria were published

to improve sensitivity

and allow to clinician the abibility to use biologics before sacroiliitis on X-Rays. 



The difficulty is now the low concordance between all criteria and the validity of the ASAS 

criteria in patients older than forty years according to the low specificity of MRI in this

context.



And it was the same in vasculitis for which we have new antibodies

(ANCA), new names, and new treatment (Rituximab)



Evolution over the time in France?

We used the ACR 1987 criteria for RA and the ESSG criteria for SpA in 2001 to evaluate the 

prevalence of RA in France and they are not used today…
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Evolution over the time in US

The longer evaluation that we have is about RA according to criteria obtained retrospectively in 

the Olmsted county (USA) using the 1987 ACR criteria

Myasedova E. Arthritis Rheum. 2010;62:1576-82.



How to do criteria?

• Classification criteria

• choice of a gold standard 

• comparison to another population

The ACR decided to not build diagnosis criteria but to limit their efforts on classification

• comparison to another population

• identification of a combination of signs separating disease from 

control

• Diagnosis criteria

• inclusion of a cohort of patients suspected as having the 

disease

• gold standard is the diagnostic after the follow up
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How to do criteria?

Rheumatoid Arthritis

•Phase 1, used cohort data to identify the key factors to be considered in the new criteria, and 

their associated weights 

•Phase 2

1) assembly of an expert panel: results of phase 1 and published data

2) development and rank ordering of patient case scenarios using multiple possible 

46

2) development and rank ordering of patient case scenarios using multiple possible 

combinations of clinical features, decision analytic software (1000Minds)

3) 2-day in-person consensus meeting, 

4) assessment of face and construct validity: Cases were rank ordered from highest 

probability of developing RA (score closest to 100) to lowest probability of developing RA 

(score closest to 0) and the panelists indicated if they would treat with MTX or another 

disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD) or enroll the patient into a clinical trial of 

an investigational biologic therapy

Neogi T, Arthritis Rheum. 2010 Sep; 62(9): 2582–2591. 





SLE RA

SjS

Future direction: Molecular taxonomy

PRECISEADS:  molecular classification of systemic autoimmune diseases

UNDIF SSC

SLE?

RA?

PAPS?

SjS?

SSC?

We have seen that for autoinflammatory disease that a new gold standard based on 

mutation gave new classification. The same approach should be obtained



SLE

RA

SjS

SSC

The principle is to mix all autoimmune diseases



CLUSTER 1 CLUSTER 2

CLUSTER 3

SLE

RA
SjS

SSC

SLE

RA

PAPS

SjS

SSC

Identification de clusters

CLUSTER 5

CLUSTER 4

CLUSTER 3

SLE

RA

PAPS

SjS

SSC

PAPS

SLE

RA

PAPS

SjS

SSC

SLE

RA

PAPS

SjS

SSC

And then to identify clusters on the basis of omics



Phase 1 Phase 2

We are including patients in both cross sectional and inception cohorts
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Conclusion

• Diagnosis of a disease remains doctor dependant, not 
based on diagnosis criteria

• But classification criteria help clinicians and 
homogenize the meaning. 

• To do a diagnosis, exclusion of differential diagnosis is • To do a diagnosis, exclusion of differential diagnosis is 
as important as the presence of positive signs

• Criteria are good indicators for epidemiological studies 
but they are changing over the time, on the basis of 
knowledge about etiology, diagnoses tools, discordance 
between criteria, or new treatment

and that explain why we are not able to follow the 
epidemiology of IRD over the time…..


